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ABSTRACT 

 

This project is an IPS design project that aims to design a warehouse robot capable of 

delivering goods and merchandise within a warehouse on its own without the need of 

human aid. This paper provides the concept, methodology and design of the IPS through 

implementing an Arduino Mega combining various modules. The reason behind 

Arduino Mega chosen to be the brain of this project is that it has a more powerful 

ATmega2560 microcontroller with a larger SRAM, Flash Memory and I/O pins 

compared to the ATmega328p of the Arduino Uno. This project focus on how to enable 

the robot to accurately calculate its indoor position through RFID tags deployed across 

the test field. Combining various method and algorithms is very challenging, as all the 

calculations have to be tally. Additionally, another challenge of this project is that the 

information fed back to the Arduino for calculation have to be ensured to be accurate. 

This problem arises since all the modules including the communication between 

Arduino and the robot’s stm32 are using serial/UART, except for the RFID module 

which uses SPI. The base of this project is the RFID module which enables the robot to 

initially positions itself, and then rectify its location either through DR or RSSI value 

or both. The output material of this project is mainly Arduino IDE and a simple web 

page to monitor or control the robot and some test run results. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Indoor positioning systems (IPS) have been around for a long time, utilizing sensors, 

nodes, and communication technologies combined with various methods to locate 

objects explicitly in indoor environments. The IPS technology enables us to compute 

the location of an object with significant accuracy depending on the method and 

algorithms used. The market of IPS technology is getting bigger by day since the 

possibilities and opportunities it can bring is tremendous. There are of course tons of 

various journals and surveys on IPS technologies up to this day which we would come 

to that later in this paper. 

 

Despite that, many of those journals are obsolete due to the fact that the area of indoor 

positioning systems is constantly changing and evolving fast. One of the many reasons 

why the IPS technology has been a success in the past was because the flexibility of it. 

The location or position of an object or device, sometimes made to a wearable can be 

easily implemented using sensor nodes embedded into the device. 

 

Location pin-pointing has first been successful when implemented to outdoor 

surroundings using technology like GPS (Xu 2007). The Global Positioning System or 

mainly known as GPS relies on satellite technology. The GPS signal is broadcasted to 

the user along with the forecasted geo-positions of the satellites. The action of 

measuring the ranges between the few concurrently observed satellites is the 

fundamental technique or method in GPS technology. Through a few of the known 

positions of the observed satellites, combined with the measured distances or range 

between the satellites and the receiver, the location and position of the receiver can be 

computed or calculated. The position change determined later is derived to become the 

velocity of the receiver. The most important applications of the GPS are positioning 

and navigating. (Xu 2007, p20).  

 

GPS can provide high accuracy geolocation along with the timeframe information to a 

receiver anywhere on Earth given that there is an unobstructed line-of-sight (LOS) to 
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minimum four GPS satellites. The line-of-sight propagation is coin as an important 

characteristic in electromagnetic wave propagation. Electromagnetic wave propagation 

is the operational fundamentals of all wireless communications and 

telecommunications, such as GPS, RFID, FDMA, OFDMA. Electromagnetic waves 

that travel in a direct path from the source or transmitter to the receiver are said to have 

achieved LOS, without being reflected, refracted or diffracted.  

 

GPS technology has since been an immense influence turning to a necessity affecting 

our daily life through various applications in guidance, mapping, and positioning 

(Haykin 2005). In contrast to that, in an indoor environment, the serviceability of the 

GPS is very limited since there are much attenuation and absorption of the GPS signal 

by the atmosphere, plus the lack of LOS, making it quite expendable. GPS signals also 

get highly attenuated after they cross through walls. Furthermore, having a precision of 

up to 50 metres is highly ineffective when it comes to locating a smaller object with 

respect to the building the object is inside to. For instance, GPS are advantageous when 

it comes to geolocating a person or device with respect to the entire world. Thus, the 

demand for a more significant and specialized methods and technology for IPS or 

indoor location systems has been widely established.  

 

Many surveys and articles have been written throughout the years based on various IPS 

or IPS related topics, implementing different technologies such as RFID, Bluetooth, 

image processing and inertial sensors (Lionel et al. 2004), (Haverinen & Kemppainen 

2009), (Kriz et al. 2016), (Dabove et al. 2015). Since we will only be doing our research 

in IPS and not for outdoor positioning, the atmosphere and terrain would not be a 

problem for us, but rather some other miscellaneous object that comes into obstruction 

of our transmitter and receiver. On the other hand, similar techniques and methods for 

GPS geolocating can be administered in IPS, such as dead reckoning (DR). 

 

 The term “dead reckoning” is the process of calculating an objects current position by 

using a prior determined position. DR is mostly used in navigation with respect to a 2-

Dimension plane. The latter position of an object is estimated based upon known speed 
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and direction through path integration. Alone, DR technology has become obsolete with 

the birth of GPS, but combined, considering the situation of loss of GPS signal, DR can 

aid through navigating.  

 

There are various wireless technologies used for wireless IPS, 1) the algorithm of 

location positioning or the method of determining location based on numerous 

measurements of the signal such as Time of Flight (TOF), Time of Arrival (TOA) and 

Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI); 2) the physical layer or location sensor 

infrastructure e.g. transmitter and receiver which is the communicating link between 

the static and mobile device; 3) via vision-based localization, i.e., capturing and 

analysing images to locate an object (Liu et al. 2007), (Qin et al. 2017).  

 

Measurement between hardware components of the system includes both the 

transmission and reception of signals. “A wireless IPS must at least consist of two 

separate hardware components in order for it to work: a measuring unit and a signal 

transmitter. The measuring unit usually comprises as the major part of the system.” (Liu 

et al. 2007). 

 

In the end of this project, a fully functional warehouse robot with IPS on-board 

equipped with various sensors that can detect obstacles and pinpoint its location based 

on the deployed RFID tags will be produced. This project includes the DR algorithm 

and RFID positioning techniques. The objectives of this project is to develop a fully 

functional warehouse robot that can detect obstacles in all four directions, detect and 

reading position information from deployed RFID tags, read and detect RSSI value 

transmitted used for DR, and lastly reaching the intended destination via lane 

recognition  

 

This project aims to more accurately position a robot in a given vicinity with the aid of 

various sensors and algorithm. As positioning is very important for the warehouse 

robots to reach its intended destination when conveying the parcel or package, the 
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ability to pinpoint the location for the robot is vital. The target of this project is to 

improve at least 30% of the efficiency of such robots. The location tracking systems 

enables the warehouse robot to be tracked and monitor within the working grid. 

 

However, this project only focus on a single robot and not a swarm of robots. To 

successfully implement a swarm of warehouse robots, a single robot must first be 

constructed and can work properly on its own before integrating more robots into the 

system. To implement such systems with many robots, new functions such as location 

broadcasting must be implemented so that each robot can know not only its position 

but other robots position too in order to avoid path collision and task dispute hazard 

(two robots aiming to do the same task).   

RFID technology implements electromagnetic fields to automatically identify and track 

(in some cases) RFID tags attached or embedded onto objects. RFID tags which contain 

electronically-stored information has two main forms, passive tags, and active tags. 

Active tags have an embedded power source such as a battery or local power source 

and usually can function up to hundreds of meters from the RFID reader. On the other 

hand, passive RFID tags gets its energy emitted from a nearby RFID reader, and then 

sending back the information stored within the tag itself. RFID systems can be 

classified into three main types of tag and reader.  

 

1.1.1 Passive Reader Active Tag (PRAT): 

PRAT systems use passive readers which can only receive radio frequency signals 

from active tags which has its own power source that also in turn powers the passive 

reader.  

  

1.1.2 Active Reader Passive Tag (ARPT): 

ARPT systems has an active reader (with own power source), which transmit 

interrogator signals and powering up the passive tags, and in turn receive 

information from the tags for purposes such as authentication.  
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1.1.3 Active Reader Active Tag (ARAT): 

ARAT systems uses both active readers and active tags awoken by interrogator 

signal from the reader to lower the power consumption. The range for ARAT 

systems is from low to ultra-high. 

 

The commonly use RFID systems can be categorized into – Low Frequency (LF), High 

Frequency (HF), Ultra-High Frequency (UHF).  

 

1.2.1 Low Frequency (LF): 

LF systems have frequencies ranging from 120 to 150 kHz, with a range within 

10 cm, low data speed, and usually used in animal identification or factory data 

collection. Usually, LF RFID tags can be read multiple times but can only be 

write once. 

 

1.2.2 High Frequency (HF): 

HF systems usually has frequencies of 13.56 MHz, with range from 10 cm to 1 

m, low to moderate data speed. Commonly used for smart cards, identification 

cards. One famous manufacturer for HF ID cards is Mifare. HF RFID tags can 

be read and write multiple times. 

   

1.2.3 Ultra-High Frequency (UHF): 

UHF systems has frequencies ranging from 860 to 960 MHz, with range up to 

100m, moderate to high data speed, commonly used in defence or industrial 

application, usually used along with active tags. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

The plan of this project is to overcome problems such that when the signal of a tag 

supposed to be received by one reader is read by another reader, or a reader reads 

multiple tags simultaneously. Using just raw data from readers and tags lead to error 

prone readings and very low accuracy on locating the object. The main problem is not 

that there will be no data return, but rather how accurate and reliable is the data return, 

and in turn does it accurately depict the location of our target objects.  

Most surveys and journals about IPS has been published throughout the past few 

decades, which most of them are out dated such as (Hightower & Borriello 2001), 

(Want et al. 1992) and (Haverinen & Kemppainen 2005). Furthermore, obsolete 

technologies like Bluetooth implemented in (Kriz et al. 2016) needs more beacon or 

localization nodes that uses more power to sustain the system. 

 

To classify, there are mainly four different system topologies for location positioning 

systems, namely self-positioning, remote positioning, indirect self-positioning and 

indirect remote positioning (Drane et al. 1998). In an indirect remote positioning system, 

a self-positioning system sends position data to a remote or mobile location, which fulfil 

our target in creating an IPS through implementing passive HF RFID tags that sends 

position data to robots that are mobile.  

 

Since then, many researchers have used RFID technology in hopes to create a 

sustainable IPS by implementing both passive (without build in power supply) and 

active (with power supply) RFID tags, combined with algorithm calculating TOA, TOF, 

RTOF, and RSSI values (Saab & Nakad 2011), (Bekkali et al. 2007). The most often 

problem and challenge faced while using RFID in IPS, was the distance between the 

tags and the reader. It is not always easy to accurately model the radio wave propagation 

in indoors. To ensure that, a clear LOS must be achieved, specific site parameters i.e., 

floor layout and other mobile objects within the vicinity must be known beforehand.  
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Methods used in RFID based IPS system are usually based on monitoring the RSSI 

value broadcasted by the transmitter covering a particular vicinity. When the device or 

object’s distance increase from the transmitter, the signal strength decreases 

proportionally, and the time taken for the signal to reach the receiver increases 

gradually. Furthermore, RFID based scheme IPS is also widely implemented as a 

navigation aid, marking checkpoints by deploying passive RFID tags.   Three basic 

approaches are being used – dead reckoning, triangulation, radio frequency 

identification. 

 

2.1 Dead Reckoning (DR): 

Before GPS, DR based systems are implemented by calculating the current position 

according to the last known position, typically serve as an enhancement to IPS such as 

(Laftchiev et al. 2015) and (Lee et al. 2010). For instance, a DR-based system called 

Inertial Navigation System (INS) uses accelerometers and gyroscopes to continuously 

calculate the velocity, direction or orientation, and the position of a moving object in 

the absence of GPS. Combining DR to IPS, the position localization errors can be 

lowered to a smaller degree.  

 

Figure 2.1 Estimating aircraft position using Dead Reckoning 
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2.2 Triangulation: 

Triangulation utilize the geometric properties of triangles to estimate and calculate the 

target location. There are two main derivations, lateration and angulation (Liu et al. 

2007). Lateration is also called range measurement technique, as it estimates an objects 

location through measuring its distance from multiple reference nodes. The TOA and 

TDOA rather than the RSSI value are measured. RTOF in some cases, is also measured 

and used as a range estimation. On the other hand, angulation locates an object 

computing angles relative to multiple points used as reference. In this project, we focus 

on short range, low cost reader tag and indoor environment.   

 

Figure 2.2 Positioning based on TOA/RTOF measurements (Liu et al. 2007) 

 

2.3. Radio frequency identification (RFID): 

RFID based systems have long been used as an aid to navigation or positioning system 

be it outdoor or indoor (Chon et al. 2015), (Gandhiraj & Kumar 2015). Furthermore, 

RFID based schemes have also been proposed such as lane recognition and indoor 

autonomous vehicle localization (Digiampaolo & Martinelli 2012).  

 

IPS in general has much different approach than outdoor localization, such that the 

terrain and climate would not be much of a big problem to indoor localization. The 

challenge for building an IPS is however, more on the range inside a building. To 

accurately pinpoint an object within a 3D spectrum, it is much more complicated and 

error prone. In order to calculate an object within the range of multiple nodes that form 

a partition of 3-dimension vector which combines with other partition to complete a 

whole building, the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis have to be all measured with very little 

accuracy.  
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Huang et al. (2015) implements probabilistic RFID map generation, Kalman filtering 

AND Heron-Bilateration location estimation, which has been used successfully in 

different prediction applications or state determination of a system despite the existence 

of more sophisticated filters. The result of the system implementing both probabilistic 

RFID map generation and Kalman filtering is quite accurate. However, this type of 

approach tends to have a high value of path loss signal strength. Besides, the 

deployment of the RFID tags by Bekkali et al. (2007) were in a random fashion, making 

it even harder to accurately position the robots, since their multilateration technique 

was used also to detect the location of unknown tags. However, in Huang et al’s (2015), 

they deployed the RFID reader or tags in a more consistent fashion. On the contrary, 

more readers were deployed to find the targeted tag rather than deploying multiple tags 

with one single reader. 

 

Figure 2.3 Multilateration technique by Bekkali et al. (2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Multilateration technique by Huang et al. (2015) 
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To resolve this problem, we would only focus on positioning the robot and the RFID 

tags would be deployed using a special matrix based scheme which would be discussed 

further later in this paper. In other words, all of our location transmitter i.e. RFID tags, 

RSSI transmitter would be at a fixed location, making it relatively simpler for the robot 

to locate itself.  

Furthermore, the RFID system used must be at least ultra-wide frequency (UHF) to 

successfully implement such system, which cost a lot when implemented at a large scale. 

Despite, the accuracy, the downside to this system is that it does not estimate the 

location of the object when the distance is too vast from the reader. In order words, the 

localization only occurs when the target object can close enough to the receiver or 

reader.  

Such UHF RFID based IPS for autonomous vehicle can also be seen implemented in 

Digiampaolo & Martinelli’s (2014). The duo also implemented Kalman filter combined 

with UHF RFID which requires RFID antennas to be realized. In other words, the cost 

will be high.      

To overcome such problems, the RFID used in this project would only be low cost HF 

RFID tags and readers. This would greatly decrease the cost of building an IPS even 

the RFID tags are heavily deployed. Although the range of HF RFID systems have a 

mere range of 2cm, but we can transform the former 3-dimension spectrum into a 2-

dimension which increases the accuracy exponentially. On the other hand, to conquer 

the problem of the object out of range, DR and triangulation techniques can be 

combined with the RFID system to estimate and position the target object when it is out 

of range.  

IPS systems also suffer from expensive equipment’s such as Tiemann et al.’s (2015) 

which implements ultra-wide band (UWB) integrated with unmanned aerial-vehichles 

(UAV) in theenvironment absent of global navigation satellite system (GNSS). By 

using triangulation methods and hybridization with GNSS, they successfully 

implemented UWB based IPS. However, the downside of UWB is that it is only 

permitted to work between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz by FCC, and there is a big trade off 

involving the performance and the range. As extra data means longer messages or lower 

processing gain, whilst the power level is strictly controlled, less gain means less range 

(Ingram et al. 2004, p712). 
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Figure 2.5 A UWB positioning system as building infrastructure 

Once again, the problem mention above can be solved through using ordinary HF RFID 

tags and reader. There are no restrictions to such systems and the performance of such 

system is not dependant on the range per se, meaning there is no trade off since we will 

not be transmitting long data messages, rather just the ID of the RFID tag for 

identification (positioning) purposes. 

 

One of the most recent papers on RFID based localization system for automated 

vehicles was written by Qin et al. (2017). RFID tags and readers used in their paper are 

much similar to what we are going to use in this paper. HF RFID are deployed in a 

matrix based scheme to enhance the localization accuracy, combined with their own 

error cognitive algorithm to further augment the reliability of the system, where the 

vehicles with higher localization accuracy are used to correct the locations of the 

vehicles with lower localization accuracy (Qin et al. 2017, p9946). 

 

The above system has quite a high accuracy, but in order to do so, it has to be combined 

with GPS to perform that well. Furthermore, the system above was designed for 

vehicles driving outdoor, which take much considerations into terrain and weather, 

which will not be a big challenge when it comes to implementing IPS. On the other 

hand, the matrix based tag deployment scheme and tag clustering scheme which we are 

going to adopt in this project has a profound result when successfully implemented.  
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Our approach on tag deployment will be similar to the one in (Qin et al. 2017), 

implementing a of matrix based scheme for our HF passive RFID tags. However, in 

Qin et al.’s (2017) paper, their positioning system is designed for automated vehicles 

which drives at a much faster speed on rough surface or terrain. Due to the two factors 

mention, the main weakness or struggles that they faced is that the transmission 

between the RFID reader and tag may be unreliable due to high mobility and 

environmental issues. If the vehicles move at a very fast speed, the transmission may 

not even be successful since a specific time period is required for one successful 

transmission between the tag and the reader.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 Matrix based tag deployment (Qin et al. 2017) 

 

For both problems, it would not be much of an affect to our IPS since warehouse robots 

are only going to travel inside the warehouses flat surfaces and the speed of the robot 

would be significantly smaller than an automobile. Despite that, a nominal speed will 

be set for the robots to achieve the best result in terms of the fastest speed a robot can 

move over a RFID tag in order for one successful transmission to occur. 

 

Overall, by keeping the distance between the tags and the reader relatively close, whist 

all the location of tags is known, the RFID reader on the robots are able to receive the 

data transmitted from the tags.
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CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

3.1 Full system diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Full System Diagram 
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3.2 Hardware Components  

 

The base of this project will of course be the robot which comes with an onboard 

STM32 microcontroller preloaded with the stock firmware. The robot can be controlled 

through PID/CAN or serial UART, and can move in multidirectional due to the special 

design of the robot’s encoder. Despite that, due to mechanical constraints and design, 

the robot will sometimes deviate from its intended path. Hence, extra care and 

configuration have to be taken to ensure all three speed encoders will move in the 

intended direction and speed. However, that is not the concern of this project. We only 

focus on the positioning of the robot and aim to detect the robots position even after it 

deviates. 

In this project, the robot is interfaced and control through UART. The robot which runs 

on the stock firmware has two interfacing modes, Mode 1 with prefixed movement 

direction and tweakable speed, and Mode 2 with tweakable movement direction and 

speed. Mode 1 is used in this project for simplicity since we only need the robot to 

move in the fixed directions of forward, backward, left and right. Speed of the encoders 

must also be configured properly since moving too fast would affect the robot from 

reading both the RFID and RSSI values. 

 

Figure 3.2 Robot’s base design 
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Figure 3.3 Robot’s on board STM32 microcontroller module 

 

 

The on board STM32 microcontroller module comes with all the required module and 

bare components to operate the robot. Users can even directly plug in an OLED display 

to view the current status of the robot. The microcontroller module also has a T-Head 

voltage supply pin that can be connected to a battery pack. The switch on the top right 

hand side just next to the OLED display port is the mode switch which users can just 

flip and change from mode 1 to mode 2 and vice versa. 

 

With the initial requirements gathered on hand, a quick design involving all the parts 

and hardware can be done. To implement the IPS for the warehouse robot, there must 

be a microcontroller which serves as a brain to our entire system. In our case where 

many other modules are required, an Arduino Mega 2560 is used, since Arduinos are 

the best when it comes to interfacing with sensors and other miscellaneous modules. 
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Figure 3.4 Arduino Mega 2560 

 

 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. With 

54 digital I/O pins and 16 analog inputs onboard, it is perfect for robotics projects as 

such. The Arduino Mega 2560 can be programmed through the use of the official 

Arduino IDE. The biggest benefits of an Arduino microcontroller is its ready to use 

structure. With the required libraries installed and configured, users can start 

programming right away without needing to worry for drivers. As the Arduino Mega 

2560 has many on-board components that are ready without any extra configuration 

such as the powerful ATMega 2560 microcontroller, a 5 Volts regulator, multiple 

hardware serial communication interface, an oscillator, ADC, a burner, LEDs and 

headers for the connections. By a mere USB cable, we can program the Arduino from 

our desktop. The full pinout diagram can be seen at the appendix. 
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To achieve the project with low cost hardware, the task of reading RSSI values will be 

separated from the RFID system itself, since RFID systems with RSSI transmitter and 

receiver usually has a higher price. To compensate that, we are going to use Xbee RF 

Zigbee module, which is has an antenna capable of transmitting and receiving RSSI 

values.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 XBee 2mW RF Wire Antenna 

 

 

The XBee 2mW RF module such as the one above provides wireless connectivity to 

the warehouse robot at a cost effective rate. This low-power module will be put on top 

of the warehouse robots, and an extra four XBee will be position at each corner of the 

test space. The XBee on the robot will constantly communicate with the XBees in the 

corner, receiving the RSSI values sent from them. The XBee 2mW RF modules only 

operate on 3.3V and has a built in antenna that has a maximum output of 2mW or  

+3dBm. XBee modules can operate up to 120m maximum in outdoors and 60m 

maximum indoors. 
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Figure 3.6 Cytron’s SKXBee starter kit module 

 

For the four XBees located at the corner, they are installed on the Cytron SKXBee XBee 

starter kit module which acts as a breakout board and provide many useful features. The 

complication arise when trying to utilize the XBee modules since they require only 

3.3V to operate and the pins are a 2mm pins which is not compatible with any printed 

circuit boards, prototype board or breadboard. Cytron’s SKXBee can support 

communication range up to 100 meters and most importantly has a 5V Plug and Play 

USB UART interface that acts as its power supply source too. The module also has 

LEDs for power, Rx and Tx indicator. 

 

The RFID module used in this project is the MFRC522 HF RFID module. The 

MFRC522 communicates with RFID tags up to 2cm using a 13.56MHz electromagnetic 

field, then sends the data to an Arduino board through SPI or I2C communication. 

When the robot equipped with the RFID reader moves near to the deployed tags, it will 

obtain its exact location through the information transmitted by the tags. By doing so, 

it can help reset the error for the DR calculation, as new current readings have been 

obtained when the robot approaches the RFID tags. 
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                Figure 3.7                                                                    Figure 3.8 

      MFRC522 RFID Module                                     MIFARE RFID 13.56 MHz Tags 

 

To break it down how the RFID reader and tags works, we must first understand on 

how the data are stored in the tags. Each tag contains 16 sectors and each sector has 4 

blocks. Each block has 16 bytes totalling up to 64 bytes per block and 1K bytes per 

card. 3 blocks are used to store data in each block and 1 block is used to store secret 

authentication and access keys.  

 

What we are interested in for this project is not to manipulate the information on top of 

the card; rather we would like to differentiate the tags from one another. The easiest 

ways is by reading the UID from each tag which is stored in sector 0 block 0. Within 

this particular sector and block, it is reserved for manufacturer data and not writable by 

user since it would damage and corrupt the tag. 

 

Inside the 16 bytes manufacturer data, the first 4 bytes is the tags UID, which is what I 

extracted out from the tags every time a tag goes near to the RFID module. By only 

reading 4 bytes off the tags every time, this ensures efficient and fast reading speed 

(compared to reading the whole 1KB in a go). With the extracted UID, the tags can be 

easily differentiated and associated with a location within the test grid for the warehouse 

robot.    
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Figure 3.9 16 Bytes Block 0 of 125 kHz RFID tag 

 

To connect to the internet for displaying the real time location of the robot to enable the 

user to see, a Wi-Fi shield is required. The Wi-Fi shield used in this project is a Cytron 

manufactured Rev2.0 Wi-Fi shiled with a on board integrated ESP8266 module which 

supports 802.11 b/g/n, Wi-Fi Direct (P2P), integrated TCP/IP protocol stack.  

 

The shield can be interfaced using hardware serial pins D0 and D1 on any Arduino, or 

users can choose to interface it using software serial, which the manufacturer kindly 

added pins on top of the shield so users can just use a jumper pin to connect the desired 

pins as the serial UART interface.  

 

The brain of the Wi-Fi shield, the ESP8266 WROOM-02 is a low power 32-bit 

Microcontroller Wi-Fi module, which is based on the ESP8266 chip. Developed by 

Espressif System, the ESP8266 is the best option for connecting IoT projects to the 

internet since it only consume a very little power having an excellent power 

consumption rating.  

 

The ESP8266 module that is equipped with a on board +3dBi PCB antenna only 

supports Wi-Fi frequency of 2.4 GHz, meaning it does not support Wi-Fi with 

frequency of 5 GHz, which can be found in most new version of routers or modems. It 

also supports encryption and security such as WEP, WEP64, WEP128, WPA-PSK, 

WPA2-PSK, TKIP and AES. 
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Figure 3.10 Cytron ESP8266 Wi-Fi Shield 

 

 

For this project, the area of movement would be divide into grids form. RFID tags 

would be place on every intersecting lines in the grid. In total 4 Xbee would be used in 

the grid system for transmitting and receiving the RSSI value. Each corner of the grid 

has one Xbee installed, and an additional one would be install onto the robot itself. 

When the robot is inside the grid, through RSSI readings from each Xbee in the 

respective corner, the Xbee installed on the robot can calculate its distance from each 

corner, relatively estimating its location inside the grid. 

 

With all the afore mentioned parts and component above integrated, a system 

combining DR, RFID (MFRC522) and RSSI (XBee) is created to perform an accurate 

positioning for the warehouse robot. As the base of this project, the Arduino Mega 2560 

is connected to the Wi-Fi Shield using software serial although Arduino Mega has 

several hardware serial ports. The reason for this is because the shield does not have 

enough pin to be plugged into the Arduino Mega which requires extra cables flying 

over the top connecting them, plus extra codings and configuration have to be made 

making it very inefficient. The Arduino communicates with the robot, Wi-Fi shield and 

XBee all through serial communications. However, the RFID module communicates 

with Arduino through SPI. 
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3.3 Hardware design and wiring 

 

The aforementioned components are interconnected as the figure below. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Hardware connections diagram 

 

 

The Cytron ESP8266 Wi-Fi Shield is directly stacked upon the Arduino Mega 2560. 

Two jumper wires are used to choose the Rx and Tx pins for the Wi-Fi shield to 

communicate with Arduino. In this project, only the ground and Rx pin of the robot’s 

UART pin will be used, since information is only sent to enable the robot to move, and 

no data is required to be sent back from the robot. Additionally, both the Arduino and 

on board STM32 microcontroller has their own power supply, hence the 5V power 

supply pin is omitted from the connection. However, they have to be grounded together, 

hence the GND pins are connected. 
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The MFRC522 RFID module is interfaced with the Arduino Mega 2560 using SPI 

protocol. The 3.3V and GND pins are connected to the respective ports. Pin 49 on the 

Arduino Mega 2560 is used as the rest pin. The pins for SS (slave select), SCK (clock), 

MOSI (master-out-slave-in), and MISO (master-in-slave-out) is connected through pins 

53, 52, 51 and 50 respectively.    

 

The XBee module that acts as the coordinator is connected to the Arduino using 4 pins. 

A 3.3V power supply, GND, Rx and Tx pins for serial UART communication. 

Hardware serial Serial1 is used for the communication for the XBee module, hence it 

is connected through pin 18 as Tx and pin 19 as Rx for Serial1. The 3.3V power supply 

however, is not connected directly to the Arduino since the 3.3V port has been taken 

by the MFRC522 RFID module. 

 

 The solution to overcome this is fairly simple and direct, by utilizing a breakout 

prototype board on top of the Cytron Wi-Fi Sheild. The manufacturer wired a few of 

the frequent used pin to the prototype including the 3.3V port. Consequently, the 3.3V 

needed will be directly supplied from the on board breakout 3.3V pin. 
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3.4 Software design and coding 

 

3.4.1 Cytron ESP8266 Wi-Fi Shield 

 

To implement the Wi-Fi shield, the correct libraries have to be imported first. 

Usually, generic libraries can be found in Arduino’s IDE library, but since this 

shield is a after market proprietary device, the libraries have to be directly 

imported from the manufacturers website. 

Below are the headers that should be included into the project file when working 

with the Cytron ESP8266 Wi-Fi shield. The software serial library is included 

too since we are using pin 12 and 13 as our software serial communication with 

the Arduino Mega 2560. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Cytron ESP8266 Wi-Fi Shield Libraries 

 

To setup for connection with the Wi-Fi, variables like Wi-Fi name, password, 

port that is going to be used and IPV4 address have to be created. A client 

instance should also be initialized. The “192.168.x.x” should be replaced with 

whatever IPv4 address of the device the shield is trying to connect to. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Wi-Fi Shield Initialization 
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In the setup section, the serial communication with the Wi-Fi shield is 

commence and once success, the shield would attempt to connect to the Internet 

through Wi-Fi. Once connection is established, it will print out some 

information including firmware, connection status, RSSI and IP address. Any 

failure in connections will result in the shield looping indefinitely, requiring 

human assist to reset it. 

 

Figure 3.14 ESP8266 Serial and Internet Connection  

 

In our application, data is sent to the web server through a simple HTTP GET 

request. The code snippet on the next page describes the creation of the request. 

The complete request string can be seen at line 97 to 100. The variable content 

is the UID read from the RFID that will be shown in the MFRC522 RFID 

module section. 

The figure is on the next page. 
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Figure 3.15 HTTP GET Request 

 

Last but not least, every time a connection is opened, it is closed upon exiting 

the loop and reopen on the next request. 

  

Figure 3.16 Close Connection 
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3.4.2 MFRC522 RFID Module 

To utilize the MFRC522 RFID Module, the libraries below have to be added.  

SPI library is needed since this module is interfaced through SPI connection. 

  

Figure 3.17 MFRC522 Libraries 

 

Initialization is done for the MFRC522 Module. Pins for reset and slave select 

are also saved as variables for use in the SPI protocol later on. 

 

Figure 3.18 MFRC522 Module Initialization 

 

The built in function in the MFRC522 library is called to detect the presence of 

a RFID tag within its receiving range. Once detected, the UID of the target RFID 

tag would be saved in the string variable named content. 

The UID is read byte by byte and then concatenated together, while 

transforming the value into uppercase for easier readability. However, in this 

project, the UID read from the RFID tag is directly appended with “%20” to 

transform it into a HTTP GET Request string form. 

By changing “%20”:“%20” to “ 0”:” ” at line 40, the user can get a normal UID. 

The difference with the GET Request string from is that in the string from, the 

space is appended with %20 since the URL is encoded and sent over the Internet 

using ASCII character set.  
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Figure 3.19 MFRC522 Reading UID 

 

3.4.3 Serial Commands for Controlling Robot 

Serial commands are save as bytes and then sent to the robot using serial UART. 

The commands for moving include forward, backwards, left, right, 

anticlockwise spin and clockwise spin. Last command is to reset the robot. 

 

  

Figure 3.20 Serial Commands for Robot 

 

 The command bytes is sent to the robot using serial write. 

  

Figure 3.21 Writing commands to robot 
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Extra care must be made while coding since serial communication is heavily used for 

the main communication media. If not configured and done properly, data bits or bytes 

might get mixed up between modules which can result in the robot going haywire doing 

task we did not intend to.  

 

3.4.4 XBee Coordinator 

Hardware serial 1 is used for the connection between XBee and Arduino. Serial1 

of the Arduino Mega 2560 have to be predefined. 

 

Figure 3.22 Serial1 definition for XBee Module 

 

Constant variables containing the address values of the router XBees are stored. 

A dummy address variable was created if none of the four routers are the 

intended destination. The upper address of each routers are the same, hence it is 

not required. 

 

Figure 3.23 Low Address of Router 1 to 4 

 

To configure the XBee in AT mode, the coordinator XBee have to enter AT 

command mode. To exit AT command mode, the ATCN command have to be 

used.  

 

The code for entering AT command mode and ATCN can be seen in the figure 

on the next page. 
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Figure 3.24 AT Mode and ATCN Command 

 

The whole procedure of obtaining a RSSI value from a single router are as 

follow. 

Step 1: Enter AT command mode  

Step 2: ATDL command 

Step 3: ATCN command 

Step 4: Send packet(s) to desired router 

Step 5:  Enter AT command mode 

Step 6: ATDB command 

Step 7: ATCN command 

 

ATDL is a command used to change the lower destination address of the desired 

router, whereas ATDB command is used for obtaining the RSSI value of the 

last received data packet. 

 The code snippet figure of ATDL and ATDB can be seen on the next page. 
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Figure 3.25 ATDL Command 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.26 ATDB Command 
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The value obtained using ATDB have to be recalculated since it returns either a 

byte or two bytes of value in Hex which represents one single value. The 

complication arises when the reply of RSSI values are not fixed in size, either 

one byte or two bytes. Suitable intervals and delays are added between all AT 

commands to ensure the responsiveness and overcome the latency and 

propagation delay of the XBee modules. 

Data packets can be easily transmitted out regardless of the destination XBee 

device. Any messages that are enclosed in xbee.print(“”) function will be sent 

as text messages.  

 

Figure 3.37 Sending Data Packets to Desired Router 

 

Lastly, the RSSI values for all four router XBees are stored in an array. The four 

values are computed and a comparing algorithm will define which four zone on 

the “playground” the robot is located on. The comparing method can be 

simplified into such. 

The first case is where there exist an absolute minimum value meaning no more 

than one value can have the minimum value, will be determined as the zone the 

robot is in. i.e. router 1 returns the smallest RSSI value, robot is in zone 1. 

The second case where two and only two values have the same minimum value 

among the four, the other two values will be compared and the adjacent zone of 

the smaller value of the other two value will be determined as the zone the robot 

is in. i.e. router 1 and 2 returns the smallest RSSI value, compare value of router 

3 and 4. If router 3 has smaller value, robot is in zone 1, or vice versa. 

The third and last case is where at least three of the RSSI values are the same, 

then a cross calculation is done using four pairs of values router 1 + router 2, 

router 3 + router 4, router 1 + router 3 and router 2 + router 4.  
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3.4.5 MySQL Database 

 

Two tables are created in total to store the data location of each and every RFID 

tag deployed within the “playground”. The table can be increased and decreased 

based on the users need or application required. The second table is created to 

store the location information sent from the Arduino to the localhost server. 

 

  

 

Figure 3.38 Location Database 
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The Location table has two columns in total, column one holding the location 

value and two rows can have the same value. The reason being more than one 

RFID tag can be deployed at a certain location for clustering purpose. However, 

the RFID UID stored in the second column acts as the primary key of the 

location table since all RFID tags has a unique identification value where no 

RFID UID can be exactly the same. The UID are stored in uppercase letters and 

separated by a space character. 

 

The reason for the creation of the Location table is to store the RFID UID values 

on the cloud rather than storing them all on the Arduino. This reduces the 

workload of the Arduino since it is already busy dealing with many other 

operations, hence increasing the whole performance speed of the system in 

localizing the robot. Furthermore, when the system gets larger, the Arduino will 

eventually run out of memory.  

 

 

Figure 3.39 History Database 
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The second table namely the History table has three columns in total. Column 

number one stores the timestamp of each location update of the warehouse robot. 

Although the timestamp is not set as the primary key since it is not applicable 

in this project, the value for timestamp would be unique in this process since a 

single HTTP request would take more than one second to be generated and then 

successfully sent to the localhost server database. 

 

Nonetheless, the two tables need to be created and the location table must have 

the RFID UID value and the respective location value. Each time the Arduino 

sends a HTTP GET request to the localhost server, the server would extract 

information from the Location table and then input into the History table. If both 

tables are missing, the whole system would not be able to work. 

   

 

3.4.6 Webpage (HTML/PHP) 

  

The webpage is a simple display with a table of the warehouse robot location 

history. The webpage is written using HTML for the structure and display of 

the webpage, and PHP was use for the server side scripting. 

 

The webpage can be accessed through the URL [ip address of device running 

server]/[.php file]. In this project, the URL is simply 192.168.0.169/connect.php. 

The page auto refreshes every three seconds to update any new readings or new 

database entry. The page have to be a browser side refresh rather than auto 

update anytime the server receives new data is because PHP is an older server 

scripting language and does not support such functionality.  
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Figure 3.40 Webpage Display 

 

For the PHP script, the connection between the client and database server have to be 

establish before performing any actions. 

 

Figure 3.41 MySQLi Connection 
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Variables are then created for the HTTP GET Method request. 

 

Figure 3.42 PHP GET Method 

 

Both the UID and zone number sent from the Arduino will be stored and later used to 

update the database. If no new zone number is updated, the previous zone number 

would be used as the next input. 

 

Using the acquired RFID UID from earlier, the server would compare and look for the 

location number with that particular UID and returns the value to be inputted into the 

next database update. 

 

Finally, after the three variables timestamp, location number and zone number is 

prepared, they would be used as the input for the next database tuple input. Then HTML 

for the client side will process the webpage and display it in the browser. 
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Figure 3.43 Search and Update Database 
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Figure 3.44 HTML Code 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS 

 

4.1 Methodology 

Prototyping methodology would be used for describing the phases for this project. 

The stages or phases can be seen through the diagram below.  

 

Figure 4.1 Prototyping Model 
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4.2 Software Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Arduino IDE with description 

 

The Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller will be programmed and loaded using the 

official Arduino IDE as above. The software can be downloaded from Arduino’s 

official website. It is the best IDE to use for programing Arduino since has a very good 

library system, one can even install a after market library directly within the software, 

or just simply load in a zip file, the IDE would do the rest for you. Furthermore, loading 

the ATmega2560 can be done by just pressing one key. Additionally, the compiler also 

has an error checking mechanism that helps check syntax and other problems.  
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Figure 4.3 XCTU Software Diagram 

 

The configuration on the XBee is done on the official software XCTU developed by 

Digi International. Before using the XBee modules, they must be either configured 

through XCTU as a coordinator, a router, or an end device. Within our mesh network, 

there will only be a single XBee module acting as a coordinator, and the other four 

would act as routers.  

The XBee modules can be set to either API or AT mode. XBee in API mode need to be 

interfaced using the xbee.h library whereas XBee in AT mode can be directly interfaced 

using serial UART. AT command mode is used in this project for simplicity and 

reliability. AT commands are sent to the XBee through Arduino UART Tx as byte per 

byte and the return value is received through the Rx port of Arduino.  
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Figure 4.4 XAMPP for windows  

 

The simple web page and database was built on top of the the local host server 

developed using Apache in Windows XAMPP - Cross-Platform (X), Apache (A), 

MariaDB (M), PHP (P) and Perl (P). The software is completely free under the GNU 

license since it is an open source software. 

 

The   website files can be stored in the apache directory and once the apache server is 

started, users can go to the desired webpage using the URL 

127.0.0.1/[directory/filename], 127.0.0.1 being the commonly used IPv4 loopback 

address of the localhost.  If users desire to connect to the server from another device or 

computer, the IP v4 address to be use would be the IP of the computer or device running 

the Apache server. 

 

On the other hand, the database is created using a GUI after starting the MariaDB or 

previously known as MySQL. The creation of database is fairly easy through the 

MySQL interface. 
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Figure 4.5 MySQL/MariaDB database GUI 

 

To create a table in the localhost server database, the user can easily do so through using 

the GUI. The steps are shown below. 

Step 1: On the index page with URL as such //localhost/phpmyadmin/index.php, locate 

the New option (first option) on the left-hand directory/workspace.  

 

Figure 4.6 phpMyAdmin Directory/Workspace 
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Step 2: Input the desired name of the database table and press create. 

 

Figure 4.7 Naming for Database  

 

Once the empty database is created, a pop-up message will indicate the database 

successfully created. The database can be seen on the left-hand directory and user will 

see an interface for creating tables within this database.  

 

Figure 4.8 Database Created Pop-Up 
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Step 3: Input the desired name and choose the desired number of column for the new 

table. By pressing the Go button, the table will be created.  

 

Figure 4.9 Creating Tables 

 

Step 4: The next step will be to fill in the attributes such as names, type, length, default 

values etc for each and every column. Each column represents the data the user plans 

to store in them. Once the user has finished this step, the empty table is being created 

successfully. 

 

To update any tables, there are mainly two methods. The first method is by simply 

going into the MySQL GUI and then normal SQL commands can be inputted. The 

second method which is implemented in this project is updating the tables tuple by tuple 

when a HTTP GET request is detected and received. 
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CHAPTER 5: FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION ANALYSIS AND 

VERIFICATION 

 

The tests done for this project can mainly be categorized into two parts, testing of the 

MFRC522 RFID module and RFID tags and the testing of RSSI readings based on the 

XBee modules. Since the readings of both the RFID and RSSI are deterministic in the 

postioning system, ensuring the readings are consistent and stable are vital. 

5.1 RFID Test 

 

Figure 5.1 RFID Test Setup 

The setup for the RFID test using the MFRC522 RFID module is as above. A ruler is 

place starting from the RFID module. The RFID tag is place at interval of 0.5cm 

starting from 5cm decreasing gradually until 0cm, directly on top of the RFFID 

module. 

The result of the test can be seen in the table next page. 
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Length (cm) Able to Read 

5.0 X 

4.5 X 

4.0 X 

3.5 X 

3.0 X 

2.5 X 

2.0  

1.5 X 

1.0 X 

0.5 X 

0.0 X 

Table 5.1 RFID full test result 

 

Length (cm) Able to Read 

5.0 X 

4.5 X 

4.0 X 

3.5 X 

3.0 X 

2.5 X 

2.0  

1.5 X 

1.0 X 

0.5 X 

0.0 X 

 

Table 5.2 RFID UID test result 
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The test for RFID From the RFID test result, we can deduce that the RFID is very 

consistent and reliable in the given range. The rate of failure is almost zero, since the 

data or UID can be read from the RFID tags every time it is in range. The full range of 

the MFRC522 RFID module is 2±0.15cm. 

 

5.2 RSSI Test 

RSSI test are carried out utilizing three to five XBees. The normal procedure of reading 

the RSSI values are looped and a total of 300 values are recorded. The test was done to 

determine the stability and reliability of the RSSI system.  

 

5.2.1 RSSI Test 1 

Test 1 is done using one XBee coordinator and two XBee routers. Router 1 

and Router 2 are used in this test.  

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 RSSI Test 1 
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Based on the result of test 1, other than the initial drop down of router 1’s RSSI, 

both readings of router 1 and 2 are stable after ping number 33+. The reason for 

the drop in reading was due to a misinterpretation of the data replied by the 

XBee module. A simple fix in the code solved the problem and the next test is 

continued. 

 

5.2.2 RSSI Test 2 

 Test 2 is carried out with Router 1 and Router 2. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Figure 5.3 RSSI Test 1 

 

The readings are considered stable and reliable in this test. Note that distance is 

not yet put into consideration in this few test, the purpose is just to determine 

the reliability and consistency of the readings in less constraints environment. 

Fluctuations in readings are due to the test are conducted indoors which has 

walls and furniture that deflect, refract or diffract the signal waves, sometimes 

giving a false reading of high gain in RSSI value.  
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 5.2.3 RSSI Test 3 

This test was done with all five of XBee modules. The coordinator was already 

installed on top of the robot and the other four XBee modules at the four corner. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 RSSI Test 3 Setup 

 

Before the test could be run, the “playground” of the robot have to be fully set 

up  like the figure above. It is best to tape the wires onto the ground or other 

places in order to reduce the interference of LOS between the coordinator XBee 

and the router XBees. 
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Figure 5.5 RSSI Test 3 

 

The robot was moved around the grid and stayed at each position for a specific 

time to finish twenty readings. The first position has thirty readings since it was 

given more time since it need some time to stabilize after each startup. The third 

last position was also left there thirty readings just to give it a random scenario 

to see how it affected the final reading. In total, two hundred readings were 

recorder and plotted.   

Notice that the higher the RSSI value gets, meaning the distance of router and 

coordinator is very far from each other, the more spikes there is in the graph. 

Comparing it to the graph plotted in RSSI test 1 and 2, the readings are much 

more stable and consistent in a shorter distance. 

Hence, a balance between distance and stability have to be achieved when 

implementing XBees for the RSSI values.  
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5.3 Full System Test 

 

After integrating both the RFID and RSSI system together, it is time to run a full system 

diagnose test. The setup for the test is as below.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Full System Test 

 

The test was done by moving the robot across the “playground”, passing over different 

RFID tags and entering different zones. The test result were very accurate. 

The results for the test can be seen on the next page. 
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Figure 5.6 Zone 4 Test 

 

Figure 5.7 Zone 4 Test Result 

 

The result of the RSSI shows an accurate calculation on which zone the robot is in. 

The location value is zero is because the robot have not pass by any RFID tags, hence 

the previous value would be repeated. 
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Figure 5.8 Zone 3 Test 

 

Figure 5.9 Zone 3 test Result 

The robot passes by RFID tag number nine before going into zone 3, located in zone 

four, proving the RFID system is working fine. After going into zone 3, the obtained 

RSSI value indicates that the robot resides in zone 3, proving the RSSI system working 

as intended.  
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Figure 5.10 Zone 2 Test 

 

Figure 5.11 Zone 2 Test Result 

The robot passes by RFID tag 11 that resides in zone 2, showing RFID system is 

working as intended. A further RSSI system test proved that it is working since it 

indicates the robot is in zone 2. 
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Figure 5.12 Zone 1 Test 

 

Figure 5.13 Zone 1 Test Result 

In this test , the system first detects the robot in zone 1 using RSSI before detecting any 

RFID tags. Then the robot is brought to tag number one and the result was immediately 

updated and displayed on the browser.   
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Finally, the robot is brought to various points within the “playground” and the results 

prove that the system is indeed working as intended to. Switching between multiple 

points did not affect the readings of the system. The only constraint is whenever the 

RSSI system is running, the robot does not change its location, since it needs time to 

finish reading all four RSSI values from the XBee routers. 

 

 

Figure 5.24 All Rounded Test Result 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

 

The aim to build a fully functional warehouse robot equipped with IPS is fulfilled 

through combining various sensors and algorithms, integrated and working together to 

perform the task of localization. Warehouse robots with IPS can efficiently transfer 

packages and parcel without human aid, hence can increase the efficiency and 

productivity of a warehouse drastically if implemented successfully. Furthermore, a 

well design warehouse robot is not as bad as human when discussing about error prone 

since robots do not get tired and distracted. 

 

Using RFID as the base of the IPS is brilliant as it is very a low power mechanism 

which uses passive RFID tags that do not require constant external power source for it 

to work. In addition, the reader itself also only uses a minimal 3.3 Volts to function, 

making it energy efficient. Furthermore, using an Arduino Mega as the microcontroller 

for the sensors and components only and not including the encoders is also a good idea 

since the encoders needs a higher voltage which requires extra circuitry and hardware 

to implement. Hence, the hard work of driving the encoders is given to the on board 

STM32 of the robot. 

 

Integrating the Xbee modules into the IPS is also a novel idea since it act as a secondary 

level  of localization and asset tracking. Based on the RSSI values, the robot can be 

tracked and determine which zone the robot is in. Whenever the RFID system fails to 

pinpoint the exact location of the robot, the RSSI system will be able to determine the 

zone the robot is in. This fulfils the objective of asset tracking and localization of the 

warehouse robot.  

 

There are several constraints and challenges that are notable in this project. The RFID 

system is actually the best and fastest way as a positioning system, but due to the 

mechanical error of the robot which is it tends to slightly deviate from its intended path. 

The biggest challenge in implementing the RSSI system is utilizing the XBee modules. 

Since the XBee modules were not built for such application, it does not give the best 
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result in RSSI values especially in a constraint environment as such in this project. 

Working indoors with many objects around definitely affect the RSSI readings a lot, 

sometimes resulting in error when trying to position the robot. 

 

In the future, to assure the robot is always on its correct path, an image processing 

technique can be added to this project. Lines of the grid will be used as a guide to assure 

the robot will always only move in line. Additionally, the system can be further 

improved by changing the XBee modules into XBee modules with higher output power, 

or completely scrap the XBee and implement the RSSI positioning system with other 

wireless system with greater range and output power, i.e. LoRa. Implementing the RSSI 

system may perhaps be possible by just utilizing the Wi-Fi module since the Wi-Fi 

module is already a necessary part for the system. 

 

Finally yet importantly, this project serves as a very good opportunity to learn how to 

integrate and combine different parts and devices to become a workable IPS. Though 

the journey in completing was tough and very challenging, much have been learned 

through this project.    
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